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R E P R O D U C I B L E

China’s Growing Consumer Waste Challenge

The consumer waste problem in China is a growing one. But just how bad is it, and what can we expect to 
see happen?

As China’s economy shifts, William Morris (2015) writes that by 2025 the country’s urban consumer popula-
tion will expand by about three hundred million. As China more frequently uses white goods, consumables, 
and electronics, consumer waste is expected to multiply.

Morris also reports that China produces an estimated 28 percent of the plastic waste in our oceans, and about 
$32 billion in food waste annually. Most of this food waste ends up in landfills, which produce methane that 
poisons nearby lands and farms. Thus, farmers counter this problem with heavy fertilizer application that 
ultimately destroys the natural nutrient balance of workable soil.

In the end, the picture is grim. As China’s population increases, so will its levels of consumer waste. It’s only 
a matter of time before the issue becomes too dangerous to ignore. China must act aggressively against 
waste accumulation before this is allowed to happen.

More Resources
Use the following resources to conduct your research.

• “China’s Trash Is Taking Over” (Vanderklippe, 2015): www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world 
/chinas-trash-is-taking-over/article24367032

• “China’s Electronic Waste Village” (Getty, n.d.): http://content.time.com/time/photogallery 
/0,29307,1870162,00.html

• “Ways Forward From China’s Urban Waste Problem” (Li, 2015): https://thenatureofcities.com/2015 
/02/01/ways-forward-from-chinas-urban-waste-problem

• “China’s Rural Dumping Grounds” (Eisenstark, 2015): www.slate.com/articles/life/caixin/2015/05 
/china_s_waste_management_garbage_disposal_in_the_country_s_rural_areas_is.html

• “Trash or Treasure? Prospects for China’s Recycling Industry” (US-China Business Council, 2016): 
www.chinabusinessreview.com/trash-or-treasure-prospects-for-chinas-recycling-industry

Discussion Questions
Use the following questions to facilitate your classroom discussion.

• How does one nation’s waste management (or mismanagement) affect its neighboring nations?

• What are the physical, emotional, and psychological effects of living in an environment where waste 
buildup is a concern?

• How do you manage your own personal consumer waste, and what could you do better?

• Why are we less concerned with waste and littering than we should be, even though we know it’s a 
problem that affects the world?

• If left unchecked, what do you predict would be the national and global impact of a growing waste 
problem in China in 2025? 2030? 

• Great things often begin with small actions. What actions could China’s citizens take to better 
manage waste on a personal level?
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Global Digital Citizen Assessment Framework
Use this four-phase assessment framework to establish the connection between environmental stewardship 
and stimulating global awareness and action. 

1. Phase 1 (awareness, connection, remembering): Has an awareness of some of the environmental issues 
and, when encouraged, may participate in activities to reduce this or raise awareness of them

2. Phase 2 (understanding, applying): Has an interest in and understanding of some environmental 
issues; supports local environmental activities, sometimes taking a stand on significant issues

3. Phase 3 (analyzing, evaluating): Shows an interest in global environmental issues and investigates 
causes or concerns before offering support; often takes a stand on current matters, undertaking appro-
priate actions that raise awareness; sometimes shows stewardship of his or her world

4. Phase 4 (evaluating, creating): Shows an active interest in global environmental issues; validates 
causes or concerns before offering support; takes a stand on matters of importance, undertaking 
appropriate actions that raise awareness of concerns through legitimate and appropriate means; shows 
stewardship, care, and responsibility for his or her world; thinks globally while acting locally

Discussion and Assessment Debrief
After conversation, students develop their own opinions about the assessment.

• How did you evaluate this line from the assessment framework and why?

• How does the line from the assessment framework fit into the conversation?

• What does it mean for us? For the community? For the world?
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